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This letter transmits Westinghouse revised responses for Open Items in the AP1000 Design
Safety Evaluation Report (DSER). A list of the revised DSER Open Item responses transmitted
with this letter is Attachment 1. The non-proprietary responses are transmitted as Attachment 2.

Please contact me at 412-3744728 if you have any questions concerning this submittal.

Very truly yours,

R. P. Vijuk, Wanager
Passive Plant Engineering
AP600 & AP1000 Projects

/Attachments

1. List of the AP1000 Design Certification Review, Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open
Item Responses transmitted with letter DCPINRC1 681

2. Non-Proprietary AP1000 Design Certification Review, Draft Safety Evaluation Report
Open Item Responses dated February 18, 2004
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

DSER Open Item Number: 3.6.3.4-2 Addendum 2

Original RAI Number(s): None

Summary of Issue:

The assessment of the feasibility of successfully qualifying the APO000 leak-before-break (LBB)
piping that has not yet been analyzed was performed by applying correction factors to the piping
analysis results for the AP600 plant, by adjusting for changes in load and pipe geometry, using
flow stress based on statistical evaluation of applicable material samples, and using leak
detection capability for a 0.25 gpm leak for three subsystems, the pressurizer safety subsystem,
the core makeup tank supply - east subsystem, and the main steam lines inside containment.

In writing the input to the final safety evaluation report, the NRC staff has the following questions
related to Open Item 3.6.3.4-2 involving the leak detection system used to take credit for LBB:

1) The wording for Section 3.4.7, "RCS Operational Leakage," of Chapter 16, 'Technical
Specification," indicates that unidentified leakage must not exceed 0.5 gpm. This
specification is relied upon in the LBB evaluation for reactor coolant pressure boundary
piping and for lines attached to the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Based on the
work performed by Westinghouse to resolve open item 3.6.3.4-2, Westinghouse
indicated that it may be necessary to rely on a leak detection system with a capability of
detecting 0.25 gpm for the pressurizer safety subsystem and the core makeup tank
supply - east subsystem. A combined license (COL) commitment should be included in
the AP1 000 design control document to indicate that the unidentified leakage limit will be
reduced to 0.25 gpm if it is determined necessary in order to qualify these two AP1000
candidate subsystems for LBB.

2) To qualify the LBB application for main steam lines L006A and 10066, please provide
additional information regarding measures to be used and the capability of these
measures to detect leakage of 0.25 gpm from these two lines and additional information
on how these measures will provide redundancy. In addition, the technical specifications
in Chapter 16 should be revised to include a 0.50 gpm limit on unidentified leakage from
the main steam lines inside containment and a COL commitment should be provided to
indicate that the technical specifications will be modified to include a 0.25 gpm limit on
unidentified leakage from the main steam lines inside containment if it is determined
necessary in order to qualify these two AP1 000 candidate lines for LBB.

Westinghouse Response:

This response supplements previous responses to DSER 01-3.6.3.4-2.

1) Westinghouse will add a combined license (COL) commitment in the AP1 000 design
control document (DCD) to indicate that the unidentified leakage limit will be reduced to
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

0.25 gpm if it is determined to be necessary in order to qualify LBB lines. Please refer to
the "Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:" portion of this DSER Open Item
Response for specific DCD changes.

2) DCD 3.6.3.3, second paragraph under the subheading "Leakage Flaw" states, "The
method used to detect leakage from the main steam line inside containment is the
containment sump level." Thus to qualify the main steam lines (LO06A and 10066) for
LBB application, Westinghouse is utilizing the redundant containment sump level
sensors described in DCD 5.2.5.3.1. DCD 5.2.5.3.1 also identifies that the sump is able
to detect a minimum leak of 0.03 gpm, which is below the 0.25 gpm that may be required
to qualify the main steam lines for 166.

Westinghouse will revise COL commitment 3.6.4.2 in the AP1000 DCD to also indicate
that the unidentified leakage limit will be reduced to 0.25 gpm if it is determined to be
necessary in order to qualify any of the LBB lines. Please see the Design Control
Document (DCD) Revision:" portion of this DSER Open Item Response for specific DCD
changes.

Regarding the technical specifications and main steam line leakage, Westinghouse
notes that Technical Specification 3.7.8 already includes a 0.50 gpm limit on leakage
from the main steam lines inside containment. If the limit needs to be reduced to
0.25 gpm for LBB qualification purposes, the COL will revise the technical specifications.
This will be document in the DCD as shown in the "Design Control Document (DCD)
Revision:" portion of this DSER Open Item Response.

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

Revise DCD 3.6.4.2 as follows:

3.6.4.2 Leak-before-Break Evaluation of as-Designed Piping

Combined License applicants referencing the AP1000 certified design will complete the
leak-before-break evaluation by comparing the results of the as-designed piping stress
analysis with the bounding analysis curves documented in Appendix 3B. The Combined
License applicant may perform leak-before-break evaluation for a specific location and
loading for cases not covered by the bounding analysis curves. Successfully satisfying the
bounding analysis curve limits in Appendix 3B may necessitate lowering the detection limit
for unidentified leakage in containment from 0.5 gpm to 0.25 gpm. If so, the Combined
License applicant shall provide a leak detection system capable of detecting a 0.25 gpm leak
within one-hour and shall modify appropriate portions of the DCD including subsections
5.2.5, 3.6.3.3, 11.2.4.1, Technical Specification 3.4.7 (and Bases), Technical Specification
Bases B3.4.9 and Technical Specification 3.7.8 (and Bases). The leak-before-break
evaluation will be documented in a leak-before-break evaluation report.
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

PRA Revision:

None
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

DSER Open Item Number: 19.4-1 Response Revision 3

Original RAI Number(s): 720.060

Summary of Issue:

In a revised RAI response dated March 31, 2003, the applicant provided an updated evaluation
addressing these concerns. The staff has not completed of its evaluation of SAMDAs for
AP1000. Therefore, this is Open Item 19.4-I.

Westinghouse Response:

Westinghouse believes that the response to RAI 720.060 revision 1 dated March 31, 2003
provides a revised SAMDA evaluation that complies with NRC concerns.

NRC Follow-on Comment:

In a teleconference held with Westinghouse, the NRC staff asked that Westinghouse provide an
explanation of why a redesign of the accumulators or 4t stage ADS valves was adopted as part
of the SAMDA evaluation.

Westinghouse Response:

As acknowledged by the NRC in the teleconference, the very low AP1000 risk profile is such
that the perfect SAMDA (i.e. one that totally eliminates offsite consequences) would have to
cost less than $33,000 to meet the risk worth necessary to be considered. The following
addresses the two items that were raised in the teleconference by the NRC.

Larger accumulators

Increasing the size of the accumulators would result in a significant increase in cost that would
be greater than the cost threshold established by the perfect SAMDA evaluation in our earlier
response. In order to have any benefit in the PRA, the accumulators would have to be
increased in size sufficiently to change the Large LOCA success criteria from 2 of 2
accumulators to 1 of 2 accumulators. Westinghouse estimates that the accumulator tanks
would have to be increased in size from 2000ft3 to 4000 ft3, and the hardware costs associated
with this change would be significant. Such a size increase would also likely result in a change
to the design of the DVI piping subsystem. The design of this piping system was established in
the AP600 design certification, and the design does not change significantly for AP1 000.
Recently Westinghouse completed the leak-before break analysis of the DVI piping, and any
change in the DVI piping would result in significant piping reanalysis of the DVI piping.
Westinghouse estimates the redesign costs associated with the changes in hardware and piping
re-design to be significantly greater than the cost threshold established for the perfect SAMDA
discussed in our earlier SAMDA evaluation. Therefore this design change was not
incorporated.

Westinghouse DSER 01 19.4-1 Rev 3 Page 1
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Larger 4th stage ADS valves

Increasing the 4& stage ADS valves in size would result in a significant increase in cost
associated with redesigning the AP1000 loop piping and 4th stage piping configuration. The
AP1000 ADS valves were already increased in size compared to the AP600 valves more than
the ratio of the power uprate of the APlOQO. In order to have any benefit in the PRA, the 4
stage ADS valves would have to be increased in size sufficiently to change the LOCA success
criteria from 3 of 4 valves to 2 of 4 valves. To accommodate such a change, Westinghouse
estimates that the 4t stage ADS valves would have to increase in size from 14-inch to 18-inch
valves and associated piping. In addition, the common 4t stage inlet piping that connects to the
hot leg would have to increase in size from 18-inch to at least 20-inch. This would require a
significant redesign of the squib valve, and would also result in re-design of theADS-4 piping
which in-turn would impact the design of the reactor coolant loop piping. Finally, such a
redesign would require Westinghouse to perform additional confirmatory testing of the passive
core cooling system to verify that the behavior of the passive safety systems was not adversely
impacted. Westinghouse estimates the cost of this change to be significantly larger than the
cost threshold of the perfect SAMDA established in our earlier response. Therefore, this design
change was not incorporated.

NRC Follow-on Comment:

The information provided in response to RAI 720.060 and in the 10/6/03 response to this open
item should be added to the DCD.

Westinghouse Response

AP1000 DCD Appendix 1B is revised as shown below to incorporate the previous response
information.

NRC Additional Questions on January 23, 2004:

AP1000 Design Certification Review
Additional Questions Concerning Westinghouse's Response to Open Item 19.4-1

SAMDA Analysis January 23, 2004

The following comments are based on the staffs review of DCD Appendix 1 B, provided in
Revision 8 of the DCD Tier 2 material.

1. p 1 B-3: Risk reduction factors from AP600 were used and multiplied by 15.

s. the resulting factors for person-rem are not reported anywhere and need to be
provided for each SAMDA

DSER 0119.4-1 Rev3 Page 2
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

N. the risk reduction factors appear to only address reductions in person-rem.
Reductions in CDF are also important as they impact averted onsite costs such as
replacement power. The reduction factors for CDF are not reported anywhere and
need to be provided for each SAMDA

E. The use of the factor of 15 multiplier seems contrived and overly conservative, e.g.,
for a SAMDA that was assumed to eliminate all risk in AP600 it would eliminate 15
times this value in AP1000. Also, basing this factor on a comparison of release
frequencies does not account for the AP1000 source terms and fission product
inventories also being different from those for AP600. Why weren't the risk reduction
factors recomputed specifically for AP1000 rather than using this multiplication
factor?

2. p 1 B-6: Confirm that the description of Diverse IRWST Injection Valves is applicable and
up-to-date for AP1 000

3. p 1 B-7: The system description is not consistent with the last bullet in 1 B. 1.5. Also, in
Table 1 B-5 this SAMDA is said to have been implemented. The SAMDA description
should be updated to reflect this.

4. p 1 B-11 and 1 B-14: Per 3/31/2003 response to RA1720.060 (Rev 1), the contribution of
shutdown and fire events is included in the SAMDA evaluation. This does not appear to
have been done (see last paragraph in 1 B1.4.2 and second set of bullets in 1 B.1.7).

5. p 1B-13: Per 3/31/2003 response to RAI720.060 (Rev 1), replacement power costs are
included in the AP1000 SAMDA analysis. This does not appear to have been done (see
second set of bullets in 1 B.1.7). Also, a plant life of 40 years was assumed in the
analysis. Why wasn't a 60 year lifetime assumed, as was done in AP600?

6. p 118-14:

zo The inflation rate is said to be taken as equal to opportunity cost of money, but no
interest rate values are provided. What interest rate values were assumed?

>. In 1 B.1.8 it is stated that only 2% of the $30,000 value of eliminating total risk
comes from reduction of person-rem exposure. Per an independent staff calculation
(in accordance with regulatory analysis guidelines) this value is more like 30%.
Averted public exposures alone are about $12,000 (i.e., 0.43 p-rem/y x 2000 x 14).

-. Clarify whether reported costs and benefits are expressed in present worth dollars.

N. Values for the capital benefit of each SAMDA are not reported anywhere except for
the self-actuating valves. Capital benefit values need to be reported for each
SAMDA.

DSER 01 19.4-1 Rev 3 Page 3
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

7. p 1B-16 and Tables 1B-1 and 1B-3: The AP1000 MACCS2 calculations were revised
following the SAMDA analysis. Revised person-rem estimates were provided in
response to DSER Open Item 19.1.10.3-1 and subsequently incorporated in the AP1000
PRA. The revised population dose is 4.3E-2 person-rem/y versus a value of 1.24E-2
person-remly assumed in the SAMDA analysis. The SAMDA analysis needs to be
updated to reflect the revised estimates.

Westinghouse Response:

General Comment:

The first six questions have answers that are of the nature of clarifications. The seventh
question has a new calculation for the SAMDA alternatives cost benefit. These seven questions
are related to DCD Appendix B. The individual responses are given first to detail the technical
bases for the DCD. A single revision to Appendix 1 B of DCD is provided to be consistent with
the answers.

Westinghouse Response to Question 1:

The risk reduction factor 15 mentioned in DCD Appendix B is an inadvertent leftover from the
previous version of the SAMDA cost benefit analysis. In the latest SAMDA cost benefit analysis
these factors were not used at all. As pointed out in the RAI response 720.060 revision 1:

"An evaluation of these alternatives was performed using a bounding methodology such that the
potential benefit of each alternative is conservatively maximized. As part of this process, it was
assumed that each SAMDA performs beyond expectations and completely eliminates the
severe accident sequences that the design alternative addresses. "

Thus, it was conservatively assumed that each SAMDA alternative will reduce the plant CDF
and average dose to zero.

This correction is implemented in the revision of the DCD Appendix 1 B.

Westinghouse Response to Question 2:

The Diverse IRWST injection Lines SAMDA is still applicable to AP1 000, although not really
practicable, as discussed in its description.

An AP1000 design change is implemented to make two of the recirculation squib valves the
same as the injection squib valves. However, this does not affect the SAMDA concept
described originally for IRWST injection lines.

Westinghouse DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 4
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Westinghouse Response to Question 3:

The observations in this question are correct. The DCD section is revised to address this
question.

Westinghouse Response to Question 4:

The information in subsections 1B.1.4.2 and 1B.1.7 contains data used in the previous
calculation of SAMDA cost/benefit analysis and is not consistent with the latest analysis already
submitted in revision 1 RAI response 720.060. The two DCD subsections mentioned above are
revised to be consistent with this response and the latest cost//benefit analysis (Attachments 1
and 2 of this response).

Westinghouse Response to Question 5:

DCD Appendix 1 B (Attachment 2) is corrected to reflect the fact that replacement power costs
are included in the cost/benefit calculations.

A plant life of 40 years is used in the calculations since the plant licenses under 10CFR 50 are
currently limited to 40 years.

Westinghouse Response to Question 6:

The statements mentioned in this question were derived from the previous calculations, which
were discarded and replaced by the calculations in Attachment 1 of this response. The
statements in DCD Appendix 1 B are made consistent with this document and Table 1 B-4 is
replaced to reflect what is in Attachment 1 of this response (see Attachment 2).

Westinghouse Response to Question 7:

The revised population dose is calculated as shown in Attachment 1. The tables and statements
in DCD Appendix 1 B in Attachment 2 were revised to reflect this latest information.

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

DCD Appendix 1 B is revised to be consistent with this response. The revised DCD 1 B is
provided as Attachment 2.

PRA Revision:

None

Westinghouse DSER 01 19.4-1 Rev 3 Page 5
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Attachment 1 to Ol response 19.4-1 Revision 3

Recalculation of cost/benefit due to potential SAMDA alternatives, using revised dose
calculations in response to the NRC Question 7 dated January 23, 2004

The following replaces the cost benefit calculations of section 7 of Attachment 1 to RAI
response 720.060 Revision 1, using the latest dose information from Table 49-10 of
AP1000PRA (table is attached for convenience).

7. Value of Eliminating Risk

THE COST BENEFIT METHODOLOGY OF NUREG/BR-0184 (1997) IS USED TO
CALCULATE THE MAXIMUM ATTAINABLE BENEFIT. THIS INCLUDES REPLACEMENT
POWER COSTS.

For this purpose, the change in the CDF frequency (delta-F) is assumed to be equal to the sum
of CDF frequencies from internal, external, and shutdown events that are already evaluated:

delta F = 5 E-07/year.

This is bounding and is used to calculate the maximum attainable benefit. In practice, there is
no design alternative, or SAMDA strategy, whose implementation would reduce the plant CDF
to zero (or to an infinitesimally small frequency).

Results from Table 49-10 Rev. 4 are used to calculate the expected value of the person-rem
exposure:

Dose = 179000 person-rem (0.0432 / 2.41 E-07, from Table 49-10).

It is assumed that this dose is applicable to all events (intemal, external, at-power, shutdown).
Thus, the consequences (dose and other) from all events are included in the calculations.
Uncertainty in this dose is analyzed in sensitivity case 2 given below.

Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 6
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

The following cost categories are investigated (NUREG/BR-0184 notation is used):

C1 Public Health (Accident) 5.7.1 5.7.1.3 W(pha)
C2 Public Health (Routine) 5.7.2 5.7.2 V(phr)
C3 Occupational Health Sum of C4 and C5 5.7.3 5.7.3 V(oha)

(Accident)
C4 Accident Related Exposure - 5.7.3.3 W(io)

ID
C5 LT Doses _ 5.7.3.3 W(lto)
C6 Occupational Health (Routine) 5.7.4 5.7.4 V(ohr)
C7 Offsite property 5.7.5 5.7.5 V(fp)
C8 Onsite property Sum of C9, CIO and C11 5.7.6 5.7.6 VMop)
C9 Cleanup and decon 5.7.6.1 U(cd)
C10 LT replacement power 5.7.6.2 2
CI Mlrepair and refurbishment _ 5.7.6.3

The calculations are given in Table 7-1.

The present-dollar value equivalent for severe accidents at one unit of AP1 000 is the sum of the
offsite exposure costs, offsite economic costs, onsite exposure costs, and onsite economic
costs. The present-day value (at 7% discount rate) of eliminating all plant CDF (maximum
attainable benefit) is calculated to be $21,000, which is a very small dollar value. Thus, any
mitigating system or a SAMDA strategy/altemative that reduces the plant risk by a fraction of the
total plant CDF must cost less than $21,000 to be cost-effective. This result maintains the same
conclusions as stated previously in the RAI for the cost-effectiveness of the SAMDA
alternatives.

Another calculation of the maximum attainable benefit is made with the discount rate of 3%
(Table 7-2). The resulting value is $43,000, which is still very small to justify any appreciable
investment.

Even if a very conservative multiplicative error factor of 10 were used, the maximum attainable
benefit would be limited to a cost below $207,000.

Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

The following table summarizes the results of the base case and 4 sensitivity cases:

Base Case 7% Discount rate

SC-1 3 % Discount rate

SC-2 High Dose

SC-3 Realistic delta-F

SC-4 Twice the CDF

SC-5 Mult. EF of 10

21,000

43,000

36,000

Table 7-1

Table-7-2

Table 7-3

Table 7-4

Table 7-5

10 * base

10,000

41,000

207,000

In all cases, the values are strongly affected (increased) because of the replacement power
cost. This is an inappropriate bias for public decision making, since it does not relate to public
safety and it is not a direct cost to the public since the costs are to the utility, and their impact on
the electricity rates for the public is unpredictable.

The first sensitivity case is already discussed above. In the second sensitivity case (Table 7-3),
the dose values are increased (10 times for external, NUREG high-estimates for occupational
health). The third sensitivity analysis acknowledges that the delta-F realistically can not be equal
to the total plant CDF; a factor of 0.5 in introduced.

Sensitivity case 4 examines the case where the CDF value (thus the delta-F) is increased by a
factor of 2. Finally, sensitivity case 5 looks at what happens if a multiplicative error factor of 10
is applied to the base case. In all cases, the benefits range from very small to modest.

Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 49-10

POPULATION WHOLE BODY EDE DOSE RISK- 24 HOURS

Release Risk Percentage
Frequency Mean Dose Dose (Person-REM/ Contribution

Release Category (/Reactor Year) (Person-Sieverts) (Person-REM) Reactor Year) to Total Risk

CFI 1.89E-10 7.03E+03 7.03E+05 1.33E-04 0.3

CFE 7.47E-09 8.511E+03 8.511E+05 6.36E-03 14.7

IC 2.2 1E-07 7.19E+00 7.19E+02 1.59E-04 0.4

BP 1.05E-08 3.23E+04 3.23E+06 3.39E-02 78.4

Cl 1.33E-09 2.01E+04 2.01E+06 2.67E-03 6.2

CFL 3.45E-13 7.37E1+01 7.37E+03 2.54E-09 0.0

Total Risk= 4.32E-02 100.0

Table taken from AP1000 PRA CHAPTER 49 OFFSITE DOSE RISK QUANTIFICATION, Revision 4.

@)Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-1 APIOOO Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction
Il

DeltaF = total CDF = 5.OOE-07 events/year
r= 0.07
ti = 5.0 years
ff = 40 years
m = 10 years
C = 9.198E+00 (exp(-rti) - exp(-rtf))/r

delta F Present
PV Value of

Cost Over
Lifetime NUREGIBR -0184

C1 $1,637 3.27E+09 Public Health (Accident) 5.7.1 5.7.1.3 W(pha)
C2 $0 Public Health (Routine) 5.7.2 5.7.2 V(phr)

Occupational Health
C3 (Accident) Sum of C4 and C5) 5.7.3 5.7.3 V(oha)
C4 $30 6.07E+07 Accident Related Exposure - ID 5.7.3.3 W(io)
C5 $188 3.75E+08 LT Doses 5.7.3.3 W(lto)

Occupational Health
C6 $0 (Routine) 5.7.4 5.7.4 V(ohr)
C7 $1,131 2.26E+09 Offsite property 5.7.5 5.7.5 V(fp)
C8 Onsite property Sum of C9, C10 and CI1 5.7.6 5.7.6 V(op)
C9 $7,237 1.45E+10 Cleanup and decon 5.7.6.1 U(cd)
C10 $10,470 2.09E+10 LT replacement power 5.7.62 U(rp)
CII $0 repair and refurbishment 5.7.6.3

I I 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ £-
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-1 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction
Sum = $20,693 4.14E+10 | __

Calculations:

person-
Calc 1 Population Dose (average) = 1.780E+05 rem

R = Monetar Equivalent of unit dose = 2.OOOE+03 dollars/peson-rem
Z(PHA) J 3.560E+08 dollars

W(PHA) = C * Z(PHA) = 3.275E+09 _

C1 = W(PHA) CDF= 1.637E+03

Calc 2 C2 = 0

Calc 3 C3 = C4 + C5 = 2.181 E+02

person-
Calc 4 D(10) = 3.300E+03 rem

Z(I0) = 6.600E+06

C = 9.198E+00

W(IO) = C * Z(I0) = 6.071 E+07

C4 = W(IO) * CDF = 3.035E+01

.~~~~~~~~~~ I
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Tahip 7-1 Apintin Catruii!atinn of Valtin of Rink Rpriuetion

person-
Calc 5 D(LTO) = 2.OOOE+04 rem

=________ Z(LTO) = D(LTO)* CDF * R = 2.OOOE+01

C5 W(LTO)- 1.877E+02
____________ 7(Z(LTO)/m*r 2)(1 -exp(-r(tf-ti)))(1 -exp(-rm)

Calc 6 C6 = j T
Calc 7 B = (average of Table 5.6) = 2.460E+08

B* CDF = Bt 1.230E+02

C7= D=C*Bt 1.131E+03

Calc 8 =C9 + CIO 1.771 E+04 ___

Calc 9 C(CD)- 1.500E+09

PV(CD) = (C(CD)/mr)*(1-exp(-rm)) 1.079E+09

U(CD) - (PV(CD)/r)*(1-exp(-rtf)) 1.447E+10

C9 U(CD) * CDF = 7.237E+03

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __I

i - i

(S Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-1 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction
Calc 10 PV(RP)= 1.2E+08 / r * (1-exp(_rtf))A2 1.512E+09

U(RP) = (PV(RP)/r) ( 1-exp(-rtf))A2 1.905E+1 0

U(RP)*1000/910 2.094E+1 0

CIO U(RP)*100010 * CDF 1.047E+04

Calc 11 C11 0 |

O Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 13
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-2 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - 3% discount rate

Imzii
DeltaF = total CDF = 5.OOE-07 events/year
r= 0.03
ti = 5.0 years
tf= 40 years
m = 10 years
C = 1.865E+01 (exp(-rti) - exp(-rtf))/r

delta F Present
PV Value of

Cost Over
Lifetime NUREGIBIR - 0184

C1 $3,320 6.64E+09 Public Health (Accident) 5.7.1 5.7.1.3 W(pha)
C2 $0 Public Health (Routine) 5.7.2 5.7.2 V(phr)

Occupational Health
C3 (Accident) Sum of C4 and C5) 5.7.3 5.7.3 V(oha)
C4 $62 1.23E+08 Accident Related Exposure - ID 5.7.3.3 W(io)
C5 $374 7.49E+08 LT Doses 5.7.3.3 W(lto)

Occupational Health
C6 $0 (Routine) 5.7.4 5.7.4 V(ohr)
C7 $2,294 4.59E+09 Offsite property 5.7.5 5.7.5 VOW
C8 Onsite property Sum of C9, C10 and C11 5.7.6 5.7.6 W(op)
C9 $15,093 3.02E+10 Cleanup and decon 5.7.6.1 U(cd)
C10 $22,235 4.45E+10 LT replacement power 5.7.62 U(rp)
C11 $0 repair and refurbishment 5.7.6.3

(Westinghouse DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3

Page 14
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-2 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - 3% discount rate
Sum = $43,377 8.68E+10

Calculations:

person-
Calc I Population Dose (average) = 1.780E+05 rem

R = Monetary Equivalent of unit dose = 2.OOOE+03 dollars/per on-rem
Z(PHA) = 3.560E+08 dollars

W(PHA) = C * Z(PHA) = 6.640E+09

_ C1 = W(PHA) *CDF= 3.320E+03

Calc 2 C2 = 0

Calc 3 C3 = C4 + C5 4.360E+02

person-
Calc 4 _ D(IO) 3.300E+03 rem

Z(IO) = 6.600E+06

C = 1.865E+01

W(IO) = C * Z(IO) = 1.231 E+08

C4 = W(IO) * CDF = 6.155E+01

- I I ______________________ i - � -

(@)Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 15
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-2 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - 3% discount rate
peron

person-
Calc 5 D(LTO) = 2.OOOE+04 rem

Z(LTO) = D(LTO)* CDF * R = 2.OOOE+01

C5 W(LTO)= __3.744E+02

(Z(LTO)/m*r2)(1 -exp(-r(tf-ti)))(1 -exp(-rm)

Calc 6 C6= 0

Calc 7 B = (averaqg of Table 5.6) = 2.460E+08

B* CDF = Bt 1.230E+02

C7= D = C * Bt 2.294E+03

Calc 8 =C9 + C10 3.733E+04

Calc 9 _ C(CD) = 1.500E+09

PV(CD) = (C(CD)/mr)*(1-exp(-rm)) 1.296E+09

U(CD) = (PV(CD)/r)*(1-exp(-rtf)) 3.019E+1 0

C9 U(CD) * CDF = 1.509E+04

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I.

- . - .

(G Westfinghouse DSER 0119.4-1 Rev
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-2 APIOOO Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - 3% discount rate
Calc IO PV(RP) = 1.2E+08 / r * (1-exp(-rtf)) 2 1.953E+09

Correction factor 1.4/1.1 * PV(RP) 2.486E+09

U(RP) = (PV(RP)/r) ( 1-exp(-rtf))A2 4.047E+10

X______ _______ U(RP)*1 000/910 4.447E+1 0

C10 U(RP)*1000/91 *CDF 2.223E+04

Calc I1 CII O T

(S Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 17
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-3 APIOOO Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - High dose estimates
-

. . .

(NUREG high estimates for D(IO) and D(LTO), 10 times the population dose for
CDF)

_______ DeltaF = total CDF = 5.OOE-07 eventslyear _ _-

_ _ _ _ _ _ r =_ _ _ _ 0.07 _ _ _

ti = 5.0 years
ff = 40 years
m = 10 years
C = 9.198E+00 (exp(-rti) - exp(-rtf))/r

delta F Present
* PV Value of

Cost Over
Lifetime NUREGIBR - 0184

C1 $16,373 3.27E+10 Public Health (Accident) 5.7.1 5.7.1.3 W(pha)
C2 $0 Public Health (Routine) 5.7.2 5.7.2 V(phr)

Occupational Health
C3 (Accident) Sum of C4 and C5) 5.7.3 5.7.3 V(oha)
C4 $129 2.58E+08 Accident Related Exposure - ID 5.7.3.3 W(io)
C5 $282 5.63E+08 LT Doses | 5.7.3.3 W(lto)

Occupational Health
C6 $0 (Routine) 5.7.4 5.7.4 V(ohr)
C7 $1,131 2.26E+09 Offsite property 5.7.5 5.7.5 V(fp)
C8 Onsite property Sum of C9, C10 and C11 5.7.6 5.7.6 V(op)
C9 $7,237 1.45E+10 Cleanup and decon 5.7.6.1 U(cd)
C10 $10,470 2.09E+10 LT replacement power 5.7.62 U(rp)

DSER 0119.4-1 Rev

@)Westinpouse
3 Page 18
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-3 APIflOn Cakutiltinn nf Value~ of Risk Reductinn -1Hiah dose estimates , r ,

C11 $0 repair and refurbishment | 5.7.6.3 _

Sum = $35,621 7.12E+10 | r _ _ _ _

Calculations: . .

person-
Calc 1 Population Dose (average) = 1.780E+06 rem

R = Monetary Equivalent of unit dose = 2.OOOE+03 dollarstperson-rem
Z(PHA) = 3.560E+09 dollars

W(PHA) = C * Z(PHA) = 3.275E+10

C1 = W(PHA) * COF = 1.637E+04

Calc 2 C2 = 0

Calc 3 C3 = C4 + C5 4.104E+02

person-
Calc 4 = D(I) = .400E+04 rem

Z(IO) = 2.800E+07

C = 9.198E+00

W(IO) = C * Z(IO) = 2.576E+08

tnA = WAIIr * iF-fl = 1 nrz.&.nAI W US.- JL I - .1.I I----- --- ______I_ I I.

DSER 0119.4-1 Rev

O Westinghouse
3 Page 19
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-3 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - Hi h dose estimates

person-
Calc 5 D(LTO) = 3.OOOE+04 rem

Z(LTO) = D(LTO)* CDF * R = 3.000E+01

C W(LTO) 2.816E+02
(Z(LTO)/m*r 2)(1 -exp(-r(tf-ti)))(1 -exp(-rm)

Calc 6 C6 = 0

Calc 7 B = (average of Table 5.6) = 2.460E+08

_B* CDF = Bt 1.230E+02 .

C7= D=C*Bt 1.131E+03

Calc8 _=C9 + C10 1.771 E+04

Calc 9 C(CD) = 1.500E+09

PV(CD) (C(CD)/mr)*(1-exp(-rm)) 1.079E+09

U(CD) 1 x(PV(CD)r)*(1-expfrtf)) 1.447E+10 _ _ _

C9 U(CD) CDF = 7.237E+03

. I
- I - .1. 1 1 1 I - I I -

()Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 20
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-3 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - Hi h dose estimates

Calc 10 PV(RP) = 1.2E+08 / r * (1-exp(-rtf))A2 1.512E+09

U(RP) = (PV(RP)/r) ( 1-exp(_rtf))A2 1.905E+1 0

U(RP)*1000/910 2.094E+10

CIO U(RP)*1000/910 *CDF 1.047E+04

Calc I1 C11 0

Wetsfinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 21
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to. Request For Additional Information

Table 7-4 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - deltaF = 2E-07/yr _ _-

DeltaF = total CDF = 2.50E-07 eventslyear
r = 0.07
ti = 5.0 years
tf= 40 years _

m = 10 years
C = 9.198E+00 (exp(-rti) - exp(-rtf))/r

delta F Present
* PV Value of

Cost Over
Lifetime NUREG/BR - 0184

C1 $819 3.27E+09 Public Health (Accident) 5.7.1 5.7.1.3 W(pha)
C2 $0 Public Health (Routine) 5.7.2 5.7.2 V(phr)

Occupational Health
C3 _ (Accident) Sum of C4 and C5) 5.7.3 5.7.3 V(oha)
C4 $15 6.07E+07 Accident Related Exposure - ID 5.7.3.3 W(io)
C5 $94 3.75E+08 LT Doses 5.7.3.3 W(lto)

Occupational Health
C6 $0 (Routine) 5.7.4 5.7.4 V(ohr)
C7 $566 2.26E+09 Offsite property 5.7.5 5.7.5 V(fp)
C8 Onsite property Sum of C9, CIO and C11 5.7.6 5.7.6 V(op)
C9 $3,618 1.45E+10 Cleanup and decon 5.7.6.1 U(cd)
C10 $5,235 2.09E+10 LT replacement power 5.7.62 U(rp)
C11 $0 __ repair and refurbishment 5.7.6.3

(O ) Westinghouse DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3

Page 22
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-4 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - deltaF = 2E-07/yr
Sum= $10,347 4.14E+10

Calculations:

person-
Calc 1 Population Dose (average) = 1.780E+05 rem

_IR = Monetary Equivalent of unit dose = 2.000E+03 dollars/person-rem
Z(PHA)= 3.560E+08 dollars

W(PHA) = C Z(PHA) = 3.275E+09

_______ C1 = W(PHA) * CDF = 8.186E+02

Calc 2 C2 = 0

Calc 3 C3 = C4 + C5 = 1.090E+02

person-
Calc 4 D(IO) = 3.300E+03 rem

Z(__) = 6.600E+06

C = 9.198E+00

W(IO) = C * Z(O) = 6.071 E+07

C4 = W(IO) * CDF = 1.518E+01

- d - i- i - . a

(S Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 23
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-4 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - deltaF = 2E-07/yr

person-
Calc 5 D(LTO) 2.OOOE+04 rem

Z(LTO) = D(LTO)* CDF * R = 1.000E+01 . -

C5 W(LTO)= 9.387E+01
(Z(LTO)/m*r 2)(1 -exp(-r(tf-ti)))(1 -exp(-rrn)

Calc 6 C6= ° T

Calc 7 B = (average of Table 5.6) = 2.460E+08

B* CDF = Bt 6.150E+01

C7 D = C * Bt 5.657E+02

Calc 8 =C9 + C10 8.853E+03

Calc 9 C(CD) = 1.500E+09

PV(CD) = (C(CD)/mr)*(1 -exp(-rm)) 1.079E+09

U(CD) - (PV(CD)lr)*(I-exp(-rtf)) 1.447E+10

C9 U(CD) *CDF= 3.618E+03

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __T_ _ _

O)Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 24
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Tnhin 7A APfnnn lflfelntinn ^f V1inv nf lMicat, Dndmwriltn -p -1 -= iFln7hrr* Irwin * V S Orvv tut*SAt*55 v5 vau SALl tIE > * vxSOuhvS - u le- w __________

Calc 10 | PV(RP)E= 1.2E+08 / r *(1-exp(-rtf))A2 1.512E+09 l _ | _ .

U(RP) = (PV(RP)r) ( 1-exp(_rtf))A2 1.905E+10

U(RP)*1 000/910 2.094E+10

_ ci U(RP)*1000/910 * CDF 5.235E+03 _____

Calc 11 C11 0

O Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 25
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-5 APIOOO Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - Twice CDF (8E 077yyr)

11111
DeltaF = total CDF = 1.00E-06 events/year
r = 0.07
ti = 5.0 years
ff = 40 years
m = 10 years

________ C = 9.198E+00 (exp(-rti) - exp(-rtf))/r ==-

delta F Present
* PV Value of

Cost Over
Lifetime NUREGIBR - 0184

C1 $3,275 3.27E+09 Public Health (Accident) 5.7.1 5.7.1.3 W(pha)
C2 $0 Public Health (Routine) 5.7.2 5.7.2 V(phr)

Occupational Health
C3 (Accident) Sum of C4 and C5) 5.7.3 5.7.3 V(oha)
C4 $61 6.07E+07 Accident Related Exposure - ID 5.7.3.3 W(io)
C5 $375 3.75E+08 LT Doses 5.7.3.3 W(lto)

Occupational Health
C6 $0 (Routine) 5.7.4 5.7.4 V(ohr)
C7 $2,263 2.26E+09 Offsite property 5.7.5 5.7.5 V(fp)
C8 Onsite property Sum of C9, CIO and CI I 5.7.6 5.7.6 V(op)
C9 $14,474 1.45E+10 Cleanup and decon 5.7.6.1 U(cd)
CIO $20,939 2.09E+10 LT replacement power _ 5.7.62 U(rp)
C11 $0 . repair and refurbishment _ 5.7.6.3

DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 26
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-5 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction -Twice CDF (8E-07/yr)
Sum = $41,386 4.14E+10 _

Calculations: _

person-
Calc 1 Population Dose (average) = 1.780E+05 rem_ _ _ _

R = Monetay Equivalent of unit dose = 2.OOOE+03 dollars/per on-rem
Z(PHA) 3.560E+08 dollars |

W(PHA) = C * Z(PHA) = 3.275E+09

C1 = W(PHA)*ClF= 3.275E+03

Calc 2 C2 = 0

Calc 3 C3 = C4 + C5 4.362E+02

person-
Calc 4 D(IO) = 3.300E+03 rem =-

Z(IO) = 6.600E+06

C - 9.198E+00

W(IO) = C * (10)= 6.071 E+07

III
C4 = WI) *CDF = 6.071 E+0 1

I 1 1

(O Westinghouse
DSER 0119.4-1 Rev 3 Page 27
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-5 AP1000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - Twice CDF (8E-07vrl

person-
Calc 5 D(LTO) = 2.OOOE+04 rem

Z(LTO) = D(LTO)* CDF * R = 4.OOOE+01

C5 W( 3.755E+02
(Z(LTO)/m*r 2)(1 -exp(-r(ff-ti)))(1 -exp(-rm) _=

Calc 6 C6 j 0 |

Calc 7 B = (averag of Table 5.6) = 2.460E+08

B* CDF = Bt 2.460E+02

C7 = D = C * Bt 2.263E+03

Calc 8 =C9 + C10 3.541 E+04

Calc 9 C(CD) - 1.500E+09 __

=_______ =_______ PV(CD) (C(CD)/mr)*(1 -exp(-rm)) 1.079E+09 -_=

=______ _______ U(CD) = (PV(CD)/r)*(1-exp(-rtf)) 1.447E+1 0

C9 U(CD) * CDF = 1.447E+04

- . I

(@)Westinghouse
DSER 01 19.4-1 Rev 3 Page 28
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Response to Request For Additional Information

Table 7-5 API 000 Calculation of Value of Risk Reduction - Twice CDF (RF-O7Ivrl
Calcl Io ______ I .2E+08/r* (i-exp(-rtt))A 2 1.512E+09_ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _

_______ _______ U(RP) = (PV(IRP)Ir) ( 1-exp(_rtf))A2 1.905E+I 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_____ _ ___ ____ U(RP)*1 000/910 2.094E+1 0 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

_______ d0 U(RP)*1000/910 *COF 2.094E+04 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Calc Il C11 0 _ _ _ _

West inghouse
DSER 01 19.4-1 Rev 3 Page 29
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1. Introduction and General Description of Plant AP1000 Design Control Document

ATTACHMENT 2 TO 01 RESPONSE 19.4-1 REVISION 3

APPENDIX IB

SEVERE ACCIDENT MITIGATION DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

IB.1 AP1000 SAMDA Evaluation

IB.1.1 Introduction

This response provides an evaluation of Severe Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives
(SAMDA) for the Westinghouse AP1000 design. This evaluation is performed to evaluate
whether or not the safety benefit of the SAMDA outweighs the costs of incorporating the
SAMDA in the plant, and is conducted in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements as
identified below.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Section 102.(C)(iii) requires, in part, that:

... all agencies of the Federal Government shall ... (C) include in every recommendation or
report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible official
on ... (iii) alternatives to the proposed action.

The 10 CFR 52.47(a)(ii) requires an applicant for design certification to demonstrate:

... compliance with any technically relevant portions of the Three Mile Island requirements
set forth in 10 CFR 50.34(f) ...

A relevant requirement of 10 CFR 50.34(f) contained in subparagraph (1)(i) requires the
performance of:

... a plant/site specific probabilistic risk assessment, the aim of which is to seek such
improvements in the reliability of core and containment heat removal systems as are
significant and practical and do not impact excessively on the plant ...

In SECY-91-229, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff recommends that
SAMDAs be addressed for certified designs in a single rulemaking process that would address
both the 10 CFR 50.34 (f) and NEPA considerations in the 10 CFR Part 52 design certification
rulemaking. SECY-91-229 further recommends that applicants for design certification assess
SAMDAs and the applicable decision rationale as to why they will or will not benefit the safety
of their designs. The Commission approved the staff recommendations in a memorandum dated
October 25, 1991 (Reference 1).

1B.1.2 Summary

Note that the APlOQO is similar to the AP600, which has received Design Certification. The
evaluation for AP1000 uses the conclusions of the AP600 SAMDA investigation as described
below. An evaluation of candidate modifications to the AP600 design was conducted to evaluate

Tier 2 Material 
IB-l 
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1. Introduction and General Description of Plant AP1000 Design Control Document
1. Introduction and General Description of Plant AP1000 Desb�n Control Document

the potential for such modifications to provide significant and practical improvements in the
radiological risk profile of the AP600 design. Since the AP1000 is so similar to the AP600, the
list of candidate modifications is the same.

The process used for identifying and selecting candidate design alternatives included a review of
SAMDAs evaluated for other plant designs. Several SAMDA designs evaluated previously for
other plants were excluded from the present evaluation because they have already been
incorporated or otherwise addressed in the AP600 and AP1000 designs. These include the
following:

* Hydrogen ignition system
* Reactor cavity flooding system
* Reactor coolant pump seal cooling
* Reactor coolant system depressurization
* Reactor vessel exterior cooling.

Additional design alternatives were identified based upon the results of the AP600 probabilistic
risk assessment (Reference 3). The AP1000 probabilistic risk results are similar to those
developed for the AP600. Fifteen candidate design alternatives were selected for further
evaluation.

An evaluation of these alternatives was performed using a bounding methodology such that the
potential benefit of each alternative is conservatively maximized. As part of this process, it was
assumed that each SAMDA performs beyond expectations and completely eliminates the severe
accident sequences that the design alternative addresses. In addition, the capital cost estimates for
each alternative were intentionally biased on the low side to maximize the risk reduction benefit.
This approach maximizes the potential benefits associated with each alternative.

The results show, for the AP600 and AP1000, that despite the significant conservatism used in
thein the evaluation, none of the SAMDAs evaluated provide risk reductions that are cost
beneficial. The results also show that even a conceptual "ideal SAMDA," one which reduces the
total plant radiological risk to zero, would not be cost effective. This is due primarily to the
already low-risk profile of the AP600 and AP1000 designs.

1B.1.3 Selection and Description of SAMDAs

Candidate design alternatives were selected based upon design alternatives evaluated for other
plant designs (References 4, 5, and 6) as well as suggestions from AP600 and AP1000 design
personnel. Additional candidate design alternatives were selected based upon an assessment of
the AP600 and AP1000 probabilistic risk assessment results. SAMDA Fifteen-design alternatives
were finally selected for further evaluation. These 4-5-SAMDAs are as follows:

* Chemical, volume, and control system (CVS) upgraded to mitigate small loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs)

* Filtered containment vent

Tier 2 Material 113-2 Revision 8



1. Introduction and General Description of Plant AP1000 Design Control Document1.- Inrduto an eea ecito fPat A1 einCnrlDcmn

* Normal residual heat removal system (RNS) located inside containment

* Self-actuating containment isolation valves

* Passive containment spray

* Active high-pressure safety injection system

* Steam generator shell-side passive heat removal system

* Steam generator safety valve flow directed to in-containment refueling water storage tank
(IRWST)

* Increase of steam generator secondary side pressure capacity

* Secondary containment filtered ventilation

* Diverse IRWST injection valves

* Diverse containment recirculation valves

* Ex-vessel core catcher

* High-pressure containment design

* Diverse actuation system improved reliability.

Each SAMDA and the benefit expected due to the modification is described below. In the
evaluation of the risk reduction benefit, each SAMDA is assumed to operate perfectly with
100-percent efficiency, without failure of supporting systems. A perfect SAMDA reduces the
frequency of accident sequences, which it addresses to zero. This is conservative as it maximizes
the benefit of each design alternative. The SAMDA will reduce the risk by lowering the
frequency, attenuating the release, or both. The benefit will be described in terms of the accident
sequences and dose, which are affected by the SAMDAs, as well as the overall risk reduction. For
these evaluations, increases to release category IC are not factored into the risk benefit
calculations. The IC dose is sufficiently small that changes to the IC total frequency do not result
in an appreciable change to overall results. This is also a conservative representation since this
maximizes the risk reduction.

The cost benefit methodology of NUREG/BR-0184 (1997) is used to calculate the maximum
attainable benefit. This includes replacement power costs. For expected benefit, the change in the
CDF frequency (delta-F) is assumed to be equal to the sum of CDF frequencies from internal,
external, and shutdown events that are already evaluated. This is bounding, used to calculate the
maximum attainable benefit. In practice, there is no design alternative, or SAMDA strategy,
whose implementation would reduce the plant CDF to zero (or to an infinitesimally small
frequency).

Tier 2 Material 
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1. Introduction and General Description of Plant AP1000 Design Control Document

Sinee AP1000 altematives arc the same for the AP1000 as for the AP600, spceific AP!000 risk
reduetien-r al tions werc not perfonecd for the AP1000. To reeegnize the effeet of the
diffcrcnccs in r~ease frequencies between the AP600 and AP1000, the releases were compared.

ahe-1fgest differen- in rlcase categore' frequency betwcen the AP600 and APlOQO is for CR,
which is 14.5 times larger in the AP1000 than for thc AP600. For conservatism, each of the
AP600 SAMDA risk reducticn factors was multiplied by 15 and applied to APIOQO.

Upgrade Chemical, Volume, and Control System for Small LOCAs

The chemical, volume, and control system is currently capable of maintaining the reactor coolant
system inventory to a level in which the core remains covered in the event of a very small
(< 3/8-inch diameter break) LOCA. This SAMDA involves providing IRWST containment
recirculation connections to the chemical, volume, and control system and adding a second line
from the chemical, volume, and control system makeup pumps to the reactor coolant system to
be able to use the system to keep the core covered during small and intermediate LOCAs.

A perfect, upgraded chemical, volume, and control system is assumed to prevent core damage in
the reactor coolant system leak, passive residual heat removal heat exchanger tube ruptures, small
LOCA, and intermediate LOCA release categories. The chemical, volume, and control system is
assumed to have perfect support systems (power supply and component cooling) and to work in
all situations regardless of the common cause failures of other systems.

Filtered Vent

This SAMDA consists of placing a filtered containment vent and all associated piping and
penetrations into the AP1000 containment design. The filtered vent could be used to vent the
containment to prevent catastrophic overpressure failure, and it also provides filtering capability
for source term release. With respect to the AP1000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment, the possible
scenario in which the filtered vent could result in risk reduction would be late containment
overpressure failures (release category CFL). Other containment overpressure failures occur due
to dynamic severe accident phenomena, such as hydrogen bum and steam explosion. The late
containment failures for AP1000 are failures of the passive containment cooling system. Analyses
have indicated that for scenarios with passive containment cooling system failure, air cooling may
limit the containment pressure to less than the ultimate pressure. However, for the Level 2
probabilistic risk assessment, failure of the passive containment cooling system is assumed to
result in containment failure based on an adiabatic heatup. To conservatively consider the risk
reduction of a filtered vent, the use of a filtered vent to preclude a late containment failure will
be evaluated. A decontamination factor (DF) of 1000 will conservatively be assumed for each
probabilistic risk assessment Level 1 accident classification, even though it is realized that the
dose due to noble gases will not be impacted by the filtered vent since 100 percent of the noble
gas fission products will still be released. Therefore, the risk reduction is equal to the
decontamination factor assumed since the probabilistic risk assessment Level 1 accident
classification frequencies do not change.
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Self-Actuating Containment Isolation Valves

This SAMDA consists of improved containment isolation provisions on all normally open
containment penetrations. The category of "normally open" is limited to normally open pathways
to the environment during power and shutdown conditions, excluding closed systems inside and
outside the containment such as normal residual heat removal system and component cooling. The
design alternative would be to add a self-actuating valve or enhance the existing inside
containment isolation valve to provide for self-actuation in the event that containment conditions
are indicative of a severe accident. Conceptually, the design would be either an independent valve
or an appendage to an existing fail-closed valve that would respond to post-accident containment
conditions within containment. For example, a fusible link would melt in response to elevated
ambient temperatures resulting in venting the air operator of a fail-closed valve. This provides the
self-actuating function. To evaluate the benefit of this SAMDA, this design change is assumed
to eliminate the CI release category. This does not include induced containment failures that occur
at the time of the accident, such as in cases of vessel rupture or anticipated transients without
scram.

Passive Containment Sprays

This SAMDA involves adding a passive safety-related spray system and all associated piping and
support systems to the AP1000 containment. A passive containment spray system could result in
risk benefits in the following ways:

* Scrubbing of fission products could be done primarily for Cl failures.

* Assuming appropriate timing, containment spray could be used as an alternate means for
flooding the reactor vessel (in-vessel retention) and for debris quenching should vessel
failure occur.

* Containment spray could also be used to control containment pressure for cases in which
passive containment cooling system has failed.

In order to envelop these potential risk benefits, the risk reduction evaluation will assume that
containment sprays are perfectly effective for each of these benefits, with the exception of fission
product scrubbing for containment bypass. Thus, the risk reduction can be conservatively
estimated by assuming all release categories except BP are eliminated.

Active High-Pressure Safety Injection System

This SAMDA consists of adding a safety-related active high-pressure safety injection pump and
all associated piping and support systems to the AP1000 design. A perfect high-pressure safety
injection system is assumed to prevent core melt for all events but excessive LOCA and
anticipated transients without scram. Therefore, to estimate the risk reduction, only the
contributions to each release category of Level 1 accident classes 3C (vessel rupture) and 3A
(anticipated transients without scram) need to be considered. This SAMDA would completely
change the design approach from a plant with passive safety systems to a plant with passive plus
active safety-related systems, and it is not consistent with design objectives.
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Steam Generator Shell-Side Heat Removal System

This SAMDA consists of providing a passive safety-related heat removal system to the secondary
side of the steam generators. The system would provide closed loop cooling of the secondary
using natural circulation and stored water cooling. This prevents a loss of primary heat sink in the
event of a loss of startup feedwater and passive residual heat removal heat exchanger. A perfect
secondary heat removal system would eliminate transients from each of the release categories. In
order to evaluate the benefit of this SAMDA, the frequencies of all the transient sequences are
subtracted from the overall frequency of each of the release categories and the risk is recalculated.

Direct Steam Generator Relief Flow to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank

This SAMDA consists of providing all the piping and valves required for redirecting the flow
from the steam generator safety and relief valves to the IRWST. An alternate, lower cost option
of this SAMDA consists of redirecting only the first-stage safety valve to the IRWST. This system
would prevent or reduce fission product release from bypassing the containment in the event of
a steam generator tube rupture event. In order to evaluate the benefit from this SAMDA (both
options), this design change is assumed to eliminate the BP release category.

Increased Steam Generator Pressure Capability

This SAMDA consists of increasing the design pressure of the steam generator secondary side and
safety valve set point to the degree that a steam generator tube rupture will not cause the
secondary system safety valve to open. The design pressure would have to be increased
sufficiently such that the combined heat capacity of the secondary system inventory and the
passive residual heat removal system could reduce the reactor coolant system temperature below
Tsat for the secondary design pressure. Although specific analysis would have to be performed,
it is estimated that the design pressure would have to be increased several hundred psi. This
design would also prevent the release of fission products that bypass the containment via the
steam generator tube rupture.

Secondary Containment Filtered Ventilation

This SAMDA consists of providing the middle and lower annulus (below the 135"-3' elevation)
of the secondary concrete containment with a passive annulus filter system to for filtration of
elevated releases. The passive filter system is operated by drawing a partial vacuum on the middle
annulus through charcoal and HEPA filters. The partial vacuum is drawn by an eductor with
motive flow from compressed gas tanks. The secondary containment would then reduce
particulate fission product release from any failed containment penetrations (containment isolation
failure). In order to evaluate the benefit from such a system, this design change is assumed to
eliminate the CI release category.

Diverse In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank Injection Valves

This SAMDA consists of changing the IRWST injection valve designs so that two of the four
lines use diverse valves. Each of the four lines is currently isolated by a squib valve in series with
a check valve. In order to provide diversity, the valves in two of the lines will be provided by a
different vendor. For the check valves, alternate vendors are available. However, it is questionable
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if check valves of different vendors would be sufficiently different to be considered diverse unless
the type of check valve was changed from the current swing disk check to another type. The swing
disk type is the preferred type for this application and other types are considered to be less
reliable. Squib valves are specialized valve designs for which there are few vendors. A vendor
may not be willing to design, qualify, and build a reasonable squib valve design for this AP1000
application considering that they would only supply two valves per plant. As a result, this
SAMDA is not really practicable because of the uncertainty in availability of a second squib valve
design/vendor and because of the uncertainty in the reliability of another check valve type.
However, the cost estimate for this SAMDA assumes that a second squib valve vendor exists and
that the vendor provides only the two diverse IRWST squib valves. The cost impact does not
include the additional first time engineering and qualification testing that will be incurred by the
second vendor. Those costs are expected to be more than a million dollars.

This change will reduce the frequency of core melt by eliminating the common cause failure
of the IRWST injection. To estimate the benefit from this SAMDA, all core damage
sequences resulting from a failure of IRWST injection are assumed to be averted. Core
damage sequences resulting from a failure of IRWST injection correspond to probabilistic
risk assessment Level 1 accident classification 3BE; thus, release category 3BE is eliminated.

Diverse Containment Recirculation Valves

This SAMDA consists of changing the containment recirculation valve designs so that two out
of the four lines use diverse valves. Each of the four lines currently contains a squib valve; two
of theof the lines contain check valves, and the other two contain motor-operated valves. In order
to provide diversity, the squib valves in two lines will be made di er-sediverseby supplying them
from a different-e . This change will reduce the frequency of core melt by eliminating the
common cause failure of the containment recirculation. To estimate the benefit from this
SAMDA, all core damage sequences resulting from a failure of containment recirculation are
assumed to be averted. Core damage sequences resulting from failure of containment recirculation
correspond to probabilistic risk assessment Level I accident classification 3BL; thus, release
category 3BL is eliminated.

In API000 design for recirculation, valve diversity has been introduced to reduce some of the
dominant failure modes that were discovered for AP600.

The four AP600 recirculation squib valves were of the "low pressure" type and were a part of
a single common cause group. In APIOQO, two of these valves that are in series with check
valves are designated to be of "high pressure" type, which are in a common cause group with
the same design of valves which are on the IRWST injection lines. Thus, the common cause
failure mode that fails all four recirculation lines in AP600 is eliminated, and it is replaced
with the product of two common cause failure modes, one applicable to the group of six high-
presure squib valves and the other to the two low pressure squib valves. This design change
helps in reduction of recirculation failures.
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Ex-Vessel Core Catcher

This SAMDA consists of designing a structure in the containment cavity or using a special
concrete or coating that will inhibit core-concrete interaction (CCI), even if the debris bed dries
out. A perfect core catcher would prevent CCI for all cases. However, the AP1000 incorporates
a wet cavity design in which ex-vessel cooling is used to maintain the core debris in the vessel to
prevent ex-vessel phenomena, such as CCI. Consequently, containment failure due to CCI is not
considered in detail for the AP1000 Level 2 probabilistic risk assessment. For cases in which
reactor vessel flooding is failed, it is assumed that containment failure occurs due to ex-vessel
steam explosion or CCI. This containment failure is assumed to be an early containment failure,
CFE (due to ex-vessel steam explosion) even though CCI and basemat melt-through would be a
late containment failure. To conservatively estimate the risk reduction of an ex-vessel core catcher,
this design change is assumed to eliminate the CFE release category.

High-Pressure Containment Design

This SAMDA design consists of using the massive high-pressure containment design in which
the design pressure of the containment is approximately 300 psi (20 bar) for the AP1000
containment. The massive containment design has a passive containment cooling feature much
like the AP1000 containment. The high design pressure is considered only for prevention of
containment failures due to severe accident phenomena, such as steam explosions and hydrogen
detonation. A perfect high-pressure containment design would reduce the probability of
containment failures, but would have no reduction of the frequency or magnitude of the release
from an unisolated containment (containment isolation failure or containment bypass). To estimate
the risk reduction of a high-pressure containment design, this design is assumed to eliminate the
CFE, CFI, and CFL release categories.

Increase Reliability of Diverse Actuation System

This SAMDA design consists of improving the reliability of the diverse actuation system, which
actuates engineered safety features and allows the operator to monitor the plant status. The design
change would add a third instrumentation and control cabinet and a third set of diverse actuation
system instruments to allow the use of two-out-of-three logic instead of two-out-of-two logic.
Other changes, such as adding another set of batteries, have not been included in the cost
estimates. A perfectly reliable diverse actuation system would reduce the frequency of the release
categories by the cumulative frequencies of all sequences in which diverse actuation system
failure leads to core damage. In order to evaluate the benefit from the diverse actuation system
upgrade, a Level 1 sensitivity analysis assuming perfect reliability of diverse actuation system was
completed.

Locate Normal Residual Heat Removal Inside Containment

This SAMDA consists of placing the entire normal residual heat removal system and piping inside
the containment pressure boundary. Locating the normal residual heat removal system inside the
containment would prevent containment bypass due to interfacing system LOCAs (ISLOCA) of
the residual heat removal system. In past probabilistic risk assessments of current generation
nuclear power plants, the ISLOCA is the leading contributor of plant risk because of large offsite
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consequences. A failure of the valves which isolate the low-pressure residual heat removal system
from the high pressure reactor coolant system causes the residual heat removal system to
overpressurize and fail, releasing reactor coolant system coolant outside the containment where
it cannot be recovered for recirculation cooling of the core. The result is core damage and the
direct release of fission products outside the containment.

In the AP1000, the normal residual heat removal system is designed with a higher design pressure
than the systems in current pressurized water reactors, and an additional isolation valve is
provided in the design. In the probabilistic risk assessment, no ISLOCAs contribute significantly
to the core damage frequency (CDF) of the AP1000 (Reference 2, Chapter 33). Therefore,
relocating the normal residual heat removal system of the AP1000 inside containment will provide
virtually no risk reduction benefit and will not be investigated further in terms of cost.

1B.1.4 Methodology

The severe accident mitigation design alternatives analysis uses a bounding methodology such that
the benefit is conservatively maximized and the capital cost is conservatively minimized for each
SAMDA.

1B.1.4.1 Total Population Dose

To assess the potential benefits associated with a design alternative, estimates are made of dhe-the
ttaloffsite population doses resulting from each of the release categories (that is, source terms).
MACCS2 version 1.12 (Reference 9) is used for the analysis. The NRC sponsored the
development of this code. The code performs probabilistic estimates of offsite consequences from
potential accidental releases in conformance with Chapter 9 of the probabilistic risk assessment
guidelines described in NUREG/CR-2300 (Reference 10).

Doses are determined for the early exposure effects resulting from the initial 24 hours following
the core damage initiation. The dose evaluation provides the conditional probability distributions
for the consequence measures, which includes the whole-body dose for this analysis. These
consequence probability distributions are based on the assumption that the accident that produced
the source term has occurred. Therefore, the consequence probability distributions presented result
from the variation in dose levels due to the various meteorological conditions. Hence, the actual
probability of the identified dose levels would be the probability of the release category that
produced the source term occurring multiplied by the probability of the dose level.

The dose risks are quantified by multiplying the calculated fission product release category
frequency vector by the release category mean dose vectors. The frequencies for each of the six
release categories are quantified in Chapter 45 of the AP1000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(Reference 2), while the mean doses for each release category are identified in Chapter 49.
Table lB-1 presents the results of the dose risk calculations at the site boundary at 24 hoursfer--
heurs ef expesure. The table presents the release category identifier, the release frequency (per
reactor-year), the mean dose (in rem), and the resulting risk (in rem per reactor-year). In addition,
each table presents the total dose risk and the percent that each release category contributes to the
total risk.

It is shown that release category CFE presents the largest risk to the site safety.
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The release categories for the API 000 are defined as follows:

* IC - intact containment. Containment integrity is maintained throughout the accident, and
the release of radiation to the environment is due to nominal leakage.

* CFE - containment failure early. Fission-product release through a containment failure
caused by severe accident phenomenon occurring after the onset of core damage but prior
to core relocation.

* CH - containment failure intermediate. Fission-product release through a containment failure
caused by severe accident phenomenon occurring after core relocation but before 24 hours.

* CFL - containment failure late. Fission-product release through a containment failure caused
by severe accident phenomenon occurring after 24 hours.

* CI - containment isolation failure. Fission-product release through a failure of the system or
valves that close the penetrations between the containment and the environment.
Containment failure occurs prior to onset of core damage.

* BP - containment bypass. Fission products are released directly from the Reactor Coolant
System to the environment via the secondary system or other interfacing system bypass.
Containment failure occurs prior to onset of core damage.

The following subsections present a brief description of the API 000 release categories.

Release Category IC - Intact Containment

If the containment integrity is maintained throughout the accident, then the release of radiation
from the containment is due to nominal leakage and is expected to be within the design basis of
the containment. This is the "no failure" containment failure mode and is termed intact
containment. The main location for fission-product leakage from the containment is penetration
leakage into the auxiliary building where significant deposition of aerosol fission products may
occur.

Release Category CFE - Early Containment Failure

Early containment failure is defined as failure that occurs in the time frame between the onset of
core damage and the end of core relocation. During the core melt and relocation process, several
dynamic phenomena can be postulated to result in rapid pressurization of the containment to the
point of failure. The combustion of hydrogen generated in-vessel, steam explosions, and reactor
vessel failure from high pressure are major phenomena postulated to have the potential to fail the
containment. If the containment fails during or soon after the time when the fuel is overheating
and starting to melt, the potential for attenuation of the fission-product release diminishes because
of short fission-product residence time in the containment. The fission products released to the
containment prior to the containment failure are discharged at high pressure to the environment
as the containment blows down. Subsequent release of fission products can then pass directly to
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the environment. Containment failures postulated within the time of core relocation are binned
into release category CFE.

Release Category CFI - Intermediate Containment Failure

Intermediate containment failure is defined as failure that occurs in the time frame between the
end of core relocation and 24 hours after core damage. After the end of the in-vessel fission-
product release, the airborne aerosol fission products in the containment have several hours for
deposition to attenuate the source term. The global combustion of hydrogen generated in-vessel
from a random ignition prior to 24 hours can be postulated to fail the containment. The fission
products in the containment atmosphere are discharged at high pressure to the environment as the
containment blows down. Containment failures postulated within 24 hours of the onset of core
damage are binned into release category CFI.

Release Category CFL - Late Containment Failure

Late containment failure is defined as containment failure postulated to occur later than 24 hours
after the onset of core damage. Since the probabilistic risk assessment assumes the dynamic
phenomena, such as hydrogen combustion, to occur before 24 hours, this failure mode occurs only
from the loss of containment heat removal via failure of the passive containment cooling system.
The fission products that are airborne at the time of containment failure will be discharged at high
pressure to the environment, as the containment blows down. Subsequent release of fission
products can then pass directly to the environment. Accident sequences with failure of
containment heat removal are binned in release category CFL.

Release Category CI - Containment Isolation Failure

A containment isolation failure occurs because of the postulated failure of the system or valves
that close the penetrations between the containment and the environment. Containment isolation
failure occurs before the onset of core damage. For such a failure, fission-product releases from
the reactor coolant system can leak directly from the containment to the environment with
diminished potential for attenuation. Most isolation failures occur at a penetration that connects
the containment with the auxiliary building. The auxiliary building may provide additional
attenuation of aerosol fission-product releases. However, this decontamination is not credited in
the containment isolation failure cases. Accident sequences in which the containment does not
isolate prior to core damage are binned into release category CI.

Release Category BP - Containment Bypass

Accident sequences in which fission products are released directly from the reactor coolant system
to the environment via the secondary system or other interfacing system bypass the containment.
The containment failure occurs before the onset of core damage and is a result of the initiating
event or adverse conditions occurring at core uncovery. The fission-product release to the
environment begins approximately at the onset of fuel damage, and there is no attenuation of the
magnitude of the source term from natural deposition processes beyond that which occurs in the
reactor coolant system, in the secondary system, or in the interfacing system. Accident sequences
that bypass the containment are binned into release category BP.
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1B.1.4.2 AP1000 Risk (CDF, LRF, and POPULATION Dose)

Table IB-2 presents a summary of the CDF and large release frequency (LRF) risks for the
AP1000.

Level 3 analysis is performed only for internal events at power. The ensuing population dose was
very low, and it was not pursued for other events. The population dose for internal events is given
in Table lB-3.

1B.1.5 Summary of Risk Significant Enhancements

This section summarizes the design enhancements already incorporated into the AP1 000 plant due
to probabilistic risk assessment insights and results.

• Changed normal position of the two containment motor-operated recirculation valves (in
series with squib valves) from closed to open

The normal position of the two motor-operated valve lines in the two sump recirculation lines
have been changed from NORMALLY CLOSED to NORMALLY OPEN to improve the
reliability of opening these paths. These two paths support containment recirculation for core
cooling and IRWST draining for IVR. This change reduced the CDF and LRF contribution
from the failure modes to open the motor-operated valves.

* Changed IRWST drain procedure so it occurs earlier for IVR support

Credit is taken for operator action to drain the IRWST into the sump to preserve reactor
vessel integrity following core melt. The procedure for this severe accident response has been
modified so that the operator action associated with IRWST draining is moved to the
beginning of the procedure to allow more time for operator success and also to fill the cavity
as soon as possible. This improves the probability of success of the operator action.

* Improved IVR heat transfer

In going from the AP600 to the APl000, the heat loads during IVR are increased due to the
larger core power level, which reduced the margins in the heat removal capability through
the reactor vessel head during IVR. To compensate for the increase in core power, the critical
heat flux limit on the outside of the reactor vessel has been increased by changes made to the
flow path between the outside of the reactor vessel and the reactor vessel insulation. Testing
has confirmed the robustness of the IVR heat transfer.

* Improved IRWST vents

The larger core in the AP1000 can generate more hydrogen in a severe accident. In the
API000 hydrogen analysis for Level II, it was observed that the standing hydrogen diffusion
flames at the IRWST vents resulted in a larger thermal loads to the containment steel shell,
potentially leading to containment wall failure. The design of the vents was changed so that
the IRWST vents located well away from the containment would open and the IRWST vents
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located next to the containment would not open during a severe accident to eliminate or
minimize this potential concern.

* Incorporated low boron core (anticipated transients without scram)

In the AP600, anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) contribution to LRF was noticed
to be high relative to other initiating events. A low boron core was incorporated into the
design to reduce the potential contribution of ATWS to plant risk.

* Added 3rd passive containment cooling drain valve (motor-operator valve diverse to
air-operated valve)

Due to reduced containment surface area per MW of core power, natural air circulation
without passive containment cooling system water drain may not always be sufficient for
long-term (greater than 1 day) containment heat removal in the AP1000. For the AP600, it
was always sufficient for an indefinite time. To reduce the uncertainty in whether air cooling
is sufficient to provide adequate long-term containment heat removal, a third path was added
to the passive containment cooling system drain lines to increase passive containment
cooling system reliability. The isolation valve used in the third path is a motor-operated
valve, which is diverse from the air-operated valves used in the other two lines. This provides
considerable improvement in the passive containment cooling system water drain reliability.

* Reduced potential recirculation-line squib valve failures

An examination of AP1000 plant CDF cutsets revealed that the common cause failure of
4/4 recirculation line squib valves is a dominant contributor to CDF and LRF. This failure
mode can be reduced by re-aligning the diverse squib valves already used in the AP1000
(and AP600) IRWST injection paths (high-pressure valves) and the containment
recirculation paths (low-pressure valves). By making the recirculation squib valves two sets
of two low-pressure and high-pressure squib valves, which are different and belong to
different common cause failure groups. This design change reduces the common cause
failure contribution of the recirculation squib valves. The increase in the group size of the
high-pressure squib valves from four to six (including the four from the IRWST injection
lines) does not add an appreciable contribution to the plant CDF.

1B.1.6 Specific Sitc Characteristics

AP1000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment Chapter 49, "Offsite Dose Risk Quantification," is based
on an Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) report (Reference 11) to establish the specific site
characteristics for AP1000. Reference 11 Annex B, "ALWR Reference Site," establishes a
conservative reference site to represent the consequences of most potential sites with respect to
exposure at the site boundary. This reference site was based on the characteristics of 91 U.S.
reactor sites that are tabulated in the NRC document, "Technical Guidance for Siting Criteria
Development," (NUREG CR-2239) (Reference 12). Annex B provides a summary of the
meteorological data to be used in calculating offsite dose.
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1B.1.7 Value of Eliminating Risk
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The cost benefit methodology of NUREG/BR-0184 (1997) is used to calculate the maximum
attainable benefit. This includes replacement power costs. The maximum improvement change
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in the CDF frequency (delta-F) is assumed to be equal to the sum of CDF frequencies from
internal, external, and shutdown events that are already evaluated:

delta F = 5 E-07/year.

This is bounding and is used to calculate the maximum attainable benefit. In practice, there is no
design alternative, or SAMDA strategy, whose implementation would reduce the plant CDF to
zero (or to an infinitesimally small frequency).

Table 49-10 Rev. 4 is used to calculate the expected value of the person-rem exposure:

Dose = 179000 person-rem (0.0432 / 2.41E-07, from Table 49-10).

It is assumed that this dose is applicable to all events (internal, external, at-power, shutdown).
Thus, the consequences (dose and other) from all events are included in the calculations.
Uncertainty in this dose is analyzed in sensitivity case 2 given below.
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The following cost categories are investigated (NUREGIBR-0184 notation is used):

Cl Public Health 5.7.1 5.7.1.3 W(pha)
(Accident)

C2 Public Health 5.7.2 5.7.2 V(phr)
(Routine)

C3 Occupational Health Sum of C4 and C5 5.7.3 5.7.3 V(oha)
(Accident)

C4 Accident Related Exposure - ID 5.7.3.3 W(io)

C5 LT Doses 5.7.3.3 W(lto)

C6 Occupational Health 5.7.4 5.7.4 V(ohr)
(Routine)

C7 Offsite property 5.7.5 5.7.5 V(fp)

C8 Onsite property Sum of C9, CIO and C1i 5.7.6 5.7.6 V(op)

C9 Cleanup and decon 5.7.6.1 U(cd)

CIO LT replacement power 5.7.6.2 U(rp)

CHI repair and refurbishment 5.7.6.3

The present-dollar value equivalent for severe accidents at one unit of APl000 is the sum of the offsite
exposure costs, offsite economic costs, onsite exposure costs, and onsite economic costs. The present-day
value (at 7% discount rate) of eliminating all plant CDF (maximum attainable benefit) is calculated to be
$21,000, which is a very small dollar value. Thus, any mitigating system or a SAMDA strategy/alternative
that reduces the plant risk by a fraction of the total plant CDF must cost less than $21,000 to be cost-
effective. This result maintains the same conclusions as stated previously in the RAI for the cost-
effectiveness of the SAMDA alternatives.

Another calculation of the maximum attainable benefit is made with the discount rate of 3% (Table 7-2).
The resulting value is $43,000, which is still very small to justify any appreciable investment.

Even if a very conservative multiplicative error factor of 10 were used, the maximum attainable benefit
would be limited to a cost below $207,000.
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Table 1B-4 summarizes the results of the base case and the sensitivity cases.

In all cases, the values are strongly affected (increased) because of the replacement power cost. This is an
inappropriate bias for public decision making, since it does not relate to public safety and it is not a direct
cost to the public since the costs are to the utility, and their impact on the electricity rates for the public is
unpredictable.

The first sensitivity case is already discussed above. In the second sensitivity case, the dose values are
increased (10 times for external, NUREG high-estimates for occupational health). The third sensitivity
analysis acknowledges that the delta-F realistically can not be equal to the total plant CDF; a factor of 0.5
in introduced.

Sensitivity case 4 examines the case where the CDF value (thus the delta-F) is increased by a factor of 2.
Finally, sensitivity case 5 looks at what happens if a multiplicative error factor of 10 is applied to the base case.

In all cases, the benefits range from very small to modest.

1B.1.8 Evaluation of Potential Improvements

The value of eliminating AP1000 total risk is $21,00030,00, as discussed in Section l1B.1.7. This
value is an upper bound for any single engineered design alternative, which would actually reduce
CDF and/or LRF a fraction of the values assumed in the base case for calculating the
$4-721,0003OG0 value. Meorover, only 2 percent of the $30,000 comes from reduction Of man
fei-e*posurC. Thus, anr) design alternative that does not reduce CDF considerably, even if it does
Feduee ffe-i an-re exposure, wculd not be eost benefieial.

For the APl00600, SAMDA44 design alternatives discussed in this section arewere found to be
not cost effective. One of these alternatives is actually implemented in the AP1000 design (diverse
containment recirculation squib valves) to help improve the success likelihood of cavity
reflooding operator action in severe accidents. The costs associated with the remaining
SAMDAI3 design alternatives are provided in Table lB-5. Only one design alternative, 3 -
namely, self-actuating containment isolation valves - has a cost near $30,000; the remaining
alternatives are at least an order of magnitude more costly than $30,000. Thus, only design
alternative 3 needs to be further discussed.

1B.1.8.1 Self-Actuating Containment Isolation Valves

This SAMDA consists of improved containment isolation provisions on all normally open
containment penetrations. The category of "normally open" is limited to normally open pathways
to the environment during power and shutdown conditions, excluding closed systems inside and
outside the containment such as normal residual heat removal system and component cooling. The
design alternative would be to add a self-actuating valve or enhance the existing inside
containment isolation valve to provide for self-actuation in the event that containment conditions
are indicative of a severe accident. Conceptually, the design would either be an independent valve
or an appendage to an existing fail-closed valve that would respond to post-accident containment
conditions within containment. For example, a fusible link would melt in response to elevated
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ambient temperatures resulting in venting the air operator of a fail-closed valve. This provides the
self-actuating function. To evaluate the benefit of this SAMDA, this design change is assumed
to eliminate the CI release category. This does not include induced containment failures, which
occur at the time of the accident such as in cases of vessel rupture or ATWS. This design
alternative provides almost no benefit in reducing plant CDF.

Generously assuming that this design alternative will eliminate CI release totally and that -the
delta LRF is 1.33E 09/yr (see Table lB-6). DDelta CDF is zero, .-tThe benefit of this design
alternative is calculated to be at the order of a few thousand dollars.as $320 (sec Table lB 7).
Even with-inercased CDP and LRF, this value is only $22,500. Based on these ealeulatiens, Thus,
-even the cheapest design alternative does not meet the benefit/cost ratio of 1.

1B.1.8.2 Other New Design Changes

Other design changes, as discussed in Section 1B.1.5, are already incorporated into the AP1000.
There is no cost/benefit analysis available for those changes already incorporated.

Two additional design changes not incorporated in the AP1000 were assessed as follows:

Larger Accumulators

Increasing the size of the accumulators would result in a significant increase in cost that would
be greater than the cost threshold established by the perfect SAMDA evaluation. In order to have
any benefit in the probabilistic risk assessment, the accumulators would have to be increased in
size sufficiently to change the large LOCA success criteria from two of two accumulators to one
of two accumulators. Westinghouse estimates that the accumulator tanks would have to be
increased in size from 2000 ft3 to 4000 ft3, and the hardware costs associated with this change
would be significant. Such a size increase would also likely result in a change to the design of the
DVI piping subsystem. The design of this piping system was established in the AP600 design
certification, and the design does not change significantly for AP1000. Recently, Westinghouse
completed the leak-before break analysis of the DVI piping, and any change in the DVI piping
would result in significant piping reanalysis of the DVI piping. Westinghouse estimates the
redesign costs associated with the changes in hardware and piping re-design to be significantly
greater than the cost threshold established for the perfect SAMDA discussed above. Therefore this
design change was not incorporated.

Larger Fourth-Stage ADS Valves

Increasing the fourth-stage ADS valves in size would result in a significant increase in cost
associated with redesigning the AP1000 loop piping and fourth-stage piping configuration. The
API000 ADS valves were already increased in size compared to the AP600 valves more than the
ratio of the power uprate of the AP1000. In order to have any benefit in the probabilistic risk
assessment, the 4th stage ADS valves would have to be increased in size sufficiently to change
the LOCA success criteria from three of four valves to two of four valves. To accommodate such
a change, Westinghouse estimates that the fourth-stage ADS valves would have to increase in size
from 14-inch to 18-inch valves and associated piping. In addition, the common fourth-stage inlet
piping that connects to the hot leg would have to increase in size from 18-inch to at least 20-inch.
This would require a significant redesign of the squib valve and would also result in redesign of
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the ADS-4 piping which in turn would impact the design of the reactor coolant loop piping.
Finally, such a redesign would require Westinghouse to perform additional confirmatory testing
of the passive core cooling system to verify that the behavior of the passive safety systems was
not adversely impacted. Westinghouse estimates the cost of this change to be significantly larger
than the cost threshold of the perfect SAMDA discussed above. Therefore, this design change was
not incorporated.

1B.1.9 Results

Due to the existing low risk of the AP1000 plant, none of the design alternatives described in
Section l B. 1.3 meets an acceptable benefit to cost ratio of 1 or greater.

Several of the design alternatives evaluated in other SAMDA analyses are included in the current
AP1000 design. These design features include the following:

* Reactor coolant system depressurization system
* Passive residual heat removal system located inside containment
* Cavity flooding system
* Passive containment cooling system
* Hydrogen igniters in a large-dry containment
* Diverse actuation system
* Canned motor reactor coolant pumps
* Interfacing system with high design pressure

As the AP1000 plant CDF is lower than for existing plants, the benefits of additional design
alternatives are small. The 44-SAMDAs analyzed provided little or no benefit to the AP1000 |
design.

Assuming a hypothetical design alternative was developed which provides a 100-percent
reduction in overall plant risk, representing an average averted risk of 4.324-24 x 10.2 man-rem
per year, the capital benefit amounts to only $21,00031,500.
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MpRble14R4

OP11,AT

Release Risk Pereentage
Release Irequeney Mean-Dose Dose ersonREM Contribution

Gategory (per-reactor-year) (peeverts) REM) per-oeaetr-yea) to-Toalsk

C46 1 &8940 7.883 8 E+ f05 449I-04

FI 7.S47E-09 8,-.54E-03 9AIBE+05 656E-03 -544

IG 2-2.FE-OW 749130E + 1.9E+02 4OS9-04 - .3

.RP .05B08 24.9l03 2.91E+5 3.06E 03 24.7

Cl1 4,31H 09 2.OlE04 2.l1E06 2.67E-03 1.6

CFL 4b4 13 5.32E +03 5.32E i 05 1.841E-07 0.0

Total-Risk- 4-1.24E-02 -400

Table lB-l

POPULATION WHOLE BODY EDE DOSE RISK - 24 HOURS

Release Risk Percentage
Release Frequency Mean Dose Dose (Person-REM/ Contribution

Category (/Reactor Year) (Person-Sieverts) (Person-REM) Reactor Year) to Total Risk

CFI 1.89E-10 7.03E+03 7.03E+05 1.33E-04 0.3

CFE 7.47E-09 8.51E3+03 8.511E+05 6.36E-03 14.7

IC 2.21E-07 7.19E+00 7.19E1+02 1.59E-04 0.4

BP 1.05E-08 3.23E+04 3.23E+06 3.39E-02 78.4

CI I.33E-09 2.01E+04 2.01E+06 2.67E-03 6.2

CFL 3.45E-13 7.37E+01 7.37E+03 2.54E-09 0.0

Total Risk = 4.32E-02 100.0
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Tablee1B 2

SUMMNARY OFAPIOOO RISK (C-DF AND LRF)

4GDF LR~F

Internal events at powef |14E47y 1|95H 08/Yr

|ivent -al-shutdown 1.423E 07/yf 5EO8/yr (2)

iiteniW-fife 56-l-OSyf 45 4 H 09yfr-(2)

Itl 1fe 7882E r ne.hitble

8ei1.mie-eventS nouantified- nt quantifed-(,

Notes-
4-Seisinienamrgins-methedh used. CDF and LRF not quanffied
2. blR-isinequantifiedzut isstise ated by a ratio of CDF to LRF for-ee, spe. ly, AP6OO-fr

&hutdewn-interral-ew ns-Ffire

TABLE 1B-2

SUMMARY OFAPIOO PRA RESULTS (CDFAND LRF)

Core Damage Frequency Large Release Frequency
(per year) (per year)

Events At-Power Shutdown At-Power Shutdown

Internal Events 2.4 1E-07 1.23E-07 1.95E-08 2.05E-08

Internal Flood 8.82E-10 3.22E-09 7.14E-11 5.37E-10

Internal Fire 5.61E-08 8.5E-08 4.54E-09 1.43E-08

|Sum = 2.97E-07 2.11E-07 2.41E-08 | 3.53E-08

Note: For seismic risk, seismic margins method is used. CDF and LRF not quantified.
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Table 1B 3

POPULbAfONWlWIOLE BODY DOSE (EFFECTTVE DOSE EQUI;WLENT [EDE]),
0 80.5 KA! PERSON SIE'.TRTS

24-4our-Gftse Queantles Peak
Source-Term Mean 50th 90th 95th 99th 995th Gonsequence

R h7l88g+0 6 E4r-203 1.47E, 1 2.0i30i 3.213 i 0 1 3 .5i04 5 44E04

| GE 8-412+03 45E2+043 -62E+0-4 2416+04 4141E'04 &066+04 6A46E0+04

D|RE42F 244.+01 1.201+01 4OI8210+ 8.3E101 1.14E02 1.23E I 02 1.68E 1 02

4+7.19 00 4.41 1 00 4.7i01 2.95E101 3.56F3O1 3.844B01 5.602

|{P 2.9IE03 ].74 E0+3 5.90E i 03 1.O2OE04 1.52E 04 4i412+g4 24.582 04

Q4 2.01E4-t0! 443E+04 4.44E+04 660 2-0 1.43E+05 1.4SE105 1.61&E05

Gr-b -5 03 347E+03 4 44-.04E4. 4 .35E+04 2-2E-t+4 24E-W 04 4346+04

|_ _ourG ase Quantiles Peak

SourceTrm Mean | 0th 9|th 95th 99th 995th Consequenee

GR 849E +03 892+03 1.63ElO4 2212104 342E+04 34404 5.2+O0

CFE 9.36EI03 6.S9E+03 T.82 + 04 | 2.541E01 4.25EI041 5A2+i01 6.77E104

DIRECT 245&+41 | 4A-4E+01 |5-402+04 |4323+01 446E302 44623+02 48UE+02

IG 9402+00 | 5.5720 4.9832+0 | 3]4EIO0I 4.41E+01 5.03E 1 0 64.3+01

BP M i 34 03 -1.85+i03 6.31EI03 |1.03EI1 4442044 1.82EIO4 2149+04

2.14EI04 4725E+04 | 4.9024 | 0 42+04 |I.27EI05 4|.53EIO05 1.67E05

CRL 5.844+ |03 4.32E203 414.126+04 44,8+04 1 24.2+04 | 3 10404 462ri+04

Table IB-3

POPULATION WHOLE BODY DOSE [EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT (EDE)], 0-80.5 KrI
PERSON-SIEVERTS

24-hour Quantiles
Case

Source Peak
Term Mean 50th 90th 95th 99th 99.5th Conscquence

CFI 7.03E+03 5.33E+03 1.31E+04 1.82E+04 3.11E+04 3.59E+04 5.07 |+04

CF | 8.51E+03 6.25E+03 1.62E+04 2.31E+04 4.13E+04 5.06E+04 6.40 E+04
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2

DI 2.16E+01 1.202+01 4.78E+01 8.13E+01 1.14E+02 1.23E+02 1.682+02
RE
CT
IC 7.19E+00 4.21 E+0O 1.71E+01 2.95E+01 3.56E+01 3.84E+01 5.60E+01

BP 3.23E+04 2.1OE+04 6.40E+04 1.03E+05 1.54E+05 1.82E+05 2.64E+05

CI 2.01E+04 1.13E+04 4.7 1E+04 6.60E+04 1.23E+05 1.48E+05 1.612+05

CF 7.372+01 l.OOE+O1 1.62E+02 5.911E+02 9.762+02 1.11 E+03 2.56E+03
LI

72-hour Peak
Case Quantiles Consequence

Source
Term Mean 50th 90th 95th 99th 99.5th

CF 1.132+04 9.022+03 2.122+04 2.632+04 4.092+04 4.892+04 6.182+04

CF 9.362+03 6.892+03 1.89E+04 2.54E+04 4.25E+04 5.12E+04 6.77E+04
2

DI 2.362+01 1.352+01 5.28E+01 8.322+01 1.152+02 1.252+02 1.752+02
RE
CT

IC 7.872+00 4.752+00 1.852+01 3.002+01 3.792+01 4.202+01 5.83E+01

BP 4.17E+04 2.942+04 7.992+04 1.162+05 2.202+05 2.612+05 2.872+05

CI 2.142+04 1.252+04 4.902+04 7.402+04 1.272+05 1.532+05 1.672+05

CF 4.79E+04 3.11 E+04 9.572+04 1.57E+05 2.622+05 3.011E+05 4.142+05
L
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Teble1B 4

VAXLUE OF ELIMINATING RISK

Base4-Gase 49iese4

f4 De1fi*-G4D 2.41-E-0 2.41--06

Q Deh"RF 4-,9-5n-OQ 4;95E-07

r Man-RE-M-expesufe 6.4O2-e O5 6.4OB 106

t Plant life 4.GO&01 4.0013 I0

q1 Cost O epl ur e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

q3 Offsite~arnage $2OOOOOO

q4 Gnsite-eleatnup ________________________,0

Value eexpesu- $17154 $145,44O

Q2 Vlue ef plant $I9,280 $192,800

Q3 Valueofe~ffsite-damage- ~ $1,560 $-5,600

Q4 VIAlu-eof-ensite-denenup-- 69640 M964O

Q T-et4l-vahue-ef-eliminatitig-risk-- S3-1-4,8 $404,64
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Table 1B-4

Cost Benefit Calculation Results for Different Assumptions

Base Case

SC-I

SC-2

SC-3

SC-4

SC-5

Case Studied

7% Discount rate

3 % Discount rate

High Dose (10 times the base case)

Realistic delta-F (SAMDA reduces CDF by 50% of total)

Twice the base CDF

Ten times the benefit of base case

Benefit of Case

21,000

43,000

36,000

10,000

41,000

207,000
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Table 1B-5

DESIGN ALTERNATIVES FOR SAMDA

No. Design Alternative Cost

1 Upgrade chemical, volume, and control system for small LOCA 1,500,000

2 Containment filtered vent 5,000,000

3 Self-actuating containment isolation valves 33,000

4 Safety grade passive containment spray 3,900,000

6 Steam generator shell-side heat removal 1,300,000

7 Steam generator relief flow to IRWST 620,000

8 Increased steam generator pressure capability 8,200,000

9 Secondary containment ventilation with filtration 2,200,000

10 Diverse IRWST injection valves 570,000

11 Diverse containment recirculation valves Already Implemented

12 Ex-vessel core catcher 1,660,000

13 High-pressure containment design 50,000,000

14 More reliable diverse actuation system 470,000
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Table 1B 6

POPULATJON WHOLE BODY EDE DOSE RISK 24 HOURS

Release Risk Perventage
Release Frequeney Mean-Dose Dose (person REA Contribution

Categor y (per-renetor-year) ersen-sieverts) REM) er eor-year) o-otaIRiA

GF1 4--.89OE0 ?.88E i 03 7.88E i 05 i.49E 04 - .

GPE 74?E 09 ~ 48.51E03 8.516 1305 531.

IC 2.2iE 07 7A19 OO 7.191! 0 i.59E 014 1.3

-4B 4-.05E-08 29+3 2.914i 5 206E-03 24.7

I 4-44133-09 2.OE104 21O6 .671-03 21.6

L .5.32E i3205 1.84E1 07 0.0

Tetal-Risk- 1.24E 02 100.0
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Table 1B34

VALUE OF ELIMINATING RISK FOR ALTERNATIVE 3

Base-Gase Cose-

Delta CGDP 0OOHOO O.OOE I

Deha-TR- i.331-09 4-3.nE-08

N~~REIA-exposufe 2.O1E+O6 2.O1E+O7

Plant 1 4.0O13l 04 4.OO~lOt

Orfhie-damage ON $2107

nstw-eleanup S1,000,000,00 $1,000,000,000

Value ef xpore~ $2 $22A,450

VYe-fplafn $0 $0

ValH effsikedaage- $406 $4-064

Value-ofeonsite-leanup- So $0

T-eta-vae niatg320 S22A,450
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